
This is what I learned: 

 

Who are the opponents? 

Click on the opponents username rectangle at the table to get a profile of each of the opposition.  

Also can show some bidding alerts.  

 

Calling Director 

We had to do this as the North player wasn’t responding. 

Click the blue tab at the table and choose “call director” 

It is a different role for the director as you cannot lead out of turn, insufficient bid or revoke. 

I guess issues of “undo” and accepting a wrong claim will be some of the things they deal with. 

In our case they had to find us a replacement for Joy from Hong Kong. 

 

Undo 

The request to “undo” happened twice at our table. 

Accepted both times. (Things like clicking on the wrong bidding button) 

I guess that it could result in a call for the Director if it is not accepted at the table. 

 

Sound OFF 

The swish sound as the cards move is really annoying. 

Go to Account and slide the sound option to off 

 

Alert 

Messed this up at first yesterday. 

You self alert. 

Click the “alert” tab before your bid, then bid 

 

Tablet or not? 

It’s a lot easier to play on a laptop or standalone computer. 

Playing on a tablet or phone makes “chat” cumbersome as it needs to open another dialogue box. 

Generally it has reduced functionality but still allows you to play ( I did, Jane used the laptop) 

On the laptop its easy to say Hi to the opponents and generally communicate. 

 

Convention cards 

Click Accounts and then “convention cards”  

You can edit and existing one or design your own. 

Not sure where you access their cards during a game 

 

Claim 

Use the claim button to speed thigs up  

Not worth doing with 2 or 3 cards as it is quicker to play them out than wait for acceptance. 

 

History Tab 

Check Andrews suggestions on this but basically it shows hand records results etc. 

 


